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he mutual obligations of Muslims, i.e. legislated rights of Muslims over one 

another, can be divided into two aspects: 

 Enjoyment of mandatory and desirable rights. 

 Safety from major transgressions and minor infractions. 

Both of these aspects derive their origin from two important hadeeths narrated by the 

illustrious companion, Abu Hurayrah (رضي هللا عنه) from our much beloved Prophet 

Muhammad (صلى هللا عليه وسلم). 

As for the first aspect, its basis is the Prophet’s statement: 

The rights, which a Muslim is entitled to from other Muslims, are six: 

Initiating/responding to the Salaam (Islamic greeting), acceptance of 

invitations, counselling whoever consults you, replying whoever says 

Alhamdulillah upon sneezing, visiting their sick, attending their funerals. 

(Al-Bukhari and Muslim). 

Regarding the second aspect, its origin is the Prophet’s statement: 

Beware of baseless assumptions/suspicions/speculations, for they are the 

most untrue claims. And do not make unnecessary enquiries about one 

another; do not spy on one another; do not hate one another; do not 

be hostile to one another; do not begrudge one another; be you 

brothers, O servants of Allah (Al-Bukhari and Muslim). 

It has been observed in these times that many Muslims (even Ahlus-Sunnah) are falling 

short in fulfilling these rights. 

The solution to truly fulfilling these rights (especially the second aspect) is that we should 

all aspire to achieve true brotherhood amongst one another. 

Every Muslim is automatically entitled to these rights once they profess Islam, whether 

a close friend or a distant acquaintance, male or female, relative or non-relative, known 

or unknown. 

The chief cause of infringement of these mutual rights among Muslims is سوء الظن i.e. 

bearing ill thoughts, unfounded speculations and baseless assumptions concerning one 

another. 

How to deal with bearing ill thoughts (سوء الظن) against other Muslims  

 Placing oneself in a position of goodwill at all times even in the face of hostility 

(example of Ibn Taymiyyah). 

 Interpreting any Muslim’s speech in the best possible light even if it might seem 

otherwise (example of Imam Ash-Shâfi’ee). 

 Avoid hastily judging people’s intentions merely from their actions/speech 

(Usâmah’s hadeeth as a case study). 

 Reflecting on the numerous consequences of bearing ill thoughts. 

 Earnestly seeking excuses (for their apparent faults) (example of Imam Ibn Seereen). 

Finally, though we are undoubtedly all obliged to command good and forbid evil as 

much as possible, we are however all obliged to also preserve every Muslim’s honour, 

especially by not treating them in a manner applicable only to the non-believers or even 

worse (example of Iyâs ibn Mu’âwiyah). 
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